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INFINITE’S DEVSEC
MODERNIZATION
APPROACH

FOR TESTING AS A SERVICE
(TaaS)

Testing in the CI/CD World.

In the year 2020, as part of Enterprise Application
Transformation initiatives, 75 percent are already
hosting a majority of their applications in hybrid
cloud architectures. 61 percent are already using
microservices in production. And 59 percent run
most of their new applications in Kubernetes and
containers. Cloud-native has jumped up the
application layer, especially how modern
applications are built and designed to run in the
cloud.
While DevOps is about breaking the traditional
silos between diﬀerent teams involved in
software development, testing, and deployment,
it requires various technologies to deliver the
desired results. The safety measures for a road
car going 70mph are very diﬀerent from those of
an F1 car going over 200mph, so as you automate
your CI/CD workﬂows, testing needs to evolve as
well.

WHITEPAPER

“

DevOps supports rapid application
release
management
through
automation pipelines. QA Testing
workﬂows need to align with rapid
release
automation
through
standardization and near 100% code
coverage.
Real-time feedback for Application
bug/vulnerability testing results to
developers through a risk score
(gamiﬁcation) during build improves
the quality of the software released
and 3x cost savings on security risk
exposure.

“

We are in the midst of unprecedented times and
in an era of disruption where long-established
organizations face competition from cloud
start-ups. Companies are under pressure to
move fast to remain viable, even those around for
over 100 years, and they need to move twice as
fast to defend their position and stay competitive.
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Our Approach
We at Inﬁnite commit to bringing enterprise Testing-as-a-Service (TaaS) capabilities to align with
Customers Cloud-Native transformation journey. We emphasize and ensure the importance of
following Cloud-Native modernization needs, industry microservices best-practices, onboarding
patterns, and support, bringing timeliness, modularity, and reusability.
Our goal is to develop our TaaS further orchestrated services capabilities to align with the Customer
application orchestration ﬂows where developers, business stakeholders can get real-time feedback on
Application Risk Scores in terms of vulnerability, bugs detected and benchmark against the prior
releases, such that IT and Security Operations can get insights into the risk, make a calculated risk
assessment and take judgment calls.
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Figure 1: Proposed Reference Architecture

Applying Shift-Left security principles by collecting security metrics early in the development process
from the time the code is submitted into the GIT and as the release transverses various CI/CD phases
during container packaging allows pre-deployment automated provenance and veracity checks with
enforceable policy as code.
Applying Security shift Left: Measuring/Monitoring Continuous Risk Metrics through Security Automation
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Figure 2: Application Risk Scoring and Run-Time Application Security Protection (RASP)
.
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In modern software development teams, when it comes to testing strategy, approach and process,
automation tends to be the ﬁrst thing that comes to mind, but it's important not to forget about the QA
role's core values. Since the inception of cloud computing and the Cloud Native Computing Foundation
(CNCF) formation, teams have learned some harsh lessons about running distributed systems at scale. In
a world of ever-evolving customer expectations, the business world is starting to realize that every
business is a software business and with that comes high risk and high gain.
We understand the current business needs of digital transformation, innovation, and security of the
modern cloud-native software development methods vis-à-vis how drastically they are diﬀerent from
traditional models.
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Figure 3: Inﬁnite’s Viewpoint - Traditional vs Cloud-Native
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To align with these software release demands, we envision the following end to end technical architecture
model to be used in the future to align with the enterprise automation objectives:
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Figure 4: Proposed End-to-End Operational Architecture
(*Tools and technologies proposed are opensource, and might be change to commercially supported equivalents based on Customers tooling standards)

We consider TaaS as a small subset of automated framework within a much larger enterprise automated
autonomous operational architecture. We need to align and interoperate with developer toolchains and
need to understand and align our delivery capabilities to match the speed of release management
and other environment systems like Platform Monitoring, SoC, ITIL operational ﬂows. Not only we need to
consume their API’s to get insights, but also provide API’s for the testing services we automate.
Our objective is to enable rapid application release management and innovation through the
following technology principles:
Bring Integrated End-to-End Testing Model where both developers and quality engineers can
coexist in the same domain and evolve testing frameworks like qTest/Cypress Framework to
align with the evolution of testing for Microservices architecture.
Avoid vendor lock-in at the Infrastructure and Platform Layer by leveraging Open Software
Systems with OpenStack/Kubernetes and OCI containers (reusable LEGO blocks).
Apply GitOps in implementing Continuous Deployment for cloud-native applications. It focuses
on a developer-centric experience when operating infrastructure by using tools developers are
already familiar with, including Git and Continuous Deployment tools.
Created Centralized QA artifacts and Image Repository of hardened and centrally accredited
images/containers: selecting, certifying, and securing best of breed development tools and
software capabilities.
Strong Vulnerability Management program with Baked-in Zero Trust Policy Framework to
enforce conﬁguration drifts down to the application, IaaS, PaaS, container/function level.
Leveraging a Scalable Microservices Architecture with Service Mesh with baked-in security.
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Standardizing metrics and measurements for all manual and automated runs to benchmark the
systems and deﬁne acceptable thresholds for Customer Business SLAs.
Establish Self-Learning Portals and Stage areas where DevSecOps and testing teams can
quickly do validate exploratory use cases and chaos testing.

Exploratory testing and chaos engineering improves the conﬁdence of the cloud-native application
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Figure 5: Cloud Native Quality Assurance Approach

Synchronize activities between QAs, developers, and product owners, working together
providing focused eﬀorts on delivering the highest value. The Cloud Native QA and the chaos
principles can help ensure the reliability of the high-value features in production.
We follow GitHub style coding for Test Script Automation, which has proven to work across
global teams with clearly deﬁned methods in how code is merged and managed within git
repositories and provides full coverage for requirements and bug tracking, and documentation.
Have a trigger-based system tied to GitHub, which can involve vulnerability testing – Dynamic
Application Security Testing (DAST) and Static Application Security Testing (SAST) testing,
regression testing, performance, and security testing.
Embed near-time Security Risk Scoring for the conﬁguration/code analysis that results at each
microservice level so that developers have instant feedback.
Have an automated template-driven build process to have a predicted Single-System Image
model with application environment hardening and compliance-ready images.
Collect near real-time performance/traceability events occurring within the platform so that
systems can make an intelligent failover decision.
Expect 15% of failure on target environments, build architecture & systems which can sustain
and withstand the chaos disruption. Business requirements are expected to evolve based on
consumer needs, which can never be predicted, and traditional Plan/Build/Deliver is not valid
anymore. DevSecOps provides a reference framework for faster CI/CD. Cloud promises unlimited
CPU/Memory/Network/Disk, which means capacity planning is not required upfront. Rather
gateway systems can watch the traﬃc and understand how to scale up/down the infrastructure
based on the near real-time metric monitoring.
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Business Outcomes
Based on our cross industry experience experiences, we found
embedding test automation into the CI/CD can achieve.
40x times faster code deployment to align with the agile business
needs.
5x lower change failure rate.
30% cost savings on Application run and maintenance over 3 years.

Author

Improve the Security Vulnerability Programs and meet Security
Compliance/Regulatory Mandates.

SURESH MANDAVA
Vice President- Security Services
Inﬁnite Computer Solutions

ADVANTAGE INFINITE

With 10,000+ employees working at 20+ global locations, we at Infinite deliver a seamless digital
transformation to our 165+ Fortune 500 customers. With over two decades of hands-on experience in
cutting edge technologies and platforms, we have assisted our clientele from various industries,
including Telecom, Hi-Tech, Healthcare, Media & Entertainment, BFSI, Retail, Public Sector, Travel and
Transport, and Government; to optimize, modernize, and scale their technology landscape, which
succeeded them to become the forerunners in the arena of technology unification and autonomy.
Our core service offerings include Business Transformation, Digitalization, Application Development Management Services, Quality Engineering and Assurance, Product/Platform Engineering,
and Infrastructure services.

Get in touch with us:
hello@infinite.com | www.infinite.com
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